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FEATURESA Revelstoke
Development

**The developer reserves the right to change or modify the offer, features, specifications, and floorplans without prior notice. 
All amenities are planned and are subject to change without notice. E&OE.

Solid Plywood Cabinets, with soft close hinges and slides

Shower Glass Doors

High End fixtures and Finishes

High End European, triple-glazed windows, with tilt and turn function

Discover Solid Plywood Cabinets: Precision-built with durability in mind. Featuring soft-close
hinges and slides for a seamless, silent experience. Elevate your space with quality that lasts.

Combining style and functionality, these doors add a touch of modern elegance to any space.
Crafted with quality materials and expert precision, they promise durability and timeless appeal.

Discover luxury redefined in our sustainable homes with our High-End Fixtures and Finishes.
Elevate your space with eco-conscious design and exquisite details tailored for modern living.
Wall hung toilets in every bathroom to compliment the sleek design.

Discover sophistication with our High-End European Triple-Paned Windows. Engineered for
excellence, these windows offer unmatched energy efficiency and versatility with tilt and turn
functionality. Redefine luxury living with our premium window designs. Exterior aluminum cladding
makes them virtually maintenance free! 

Well Insulated and Energy Efficient
Elevate your comfort and sustainability with our well-insulated, energy-efficient homes. Enjoy
optimal temperature regulation and lower energy bills without compromising on comfort.
Experience eco-conscious living at its finest. Net zero ready!

Durable SPC flooring
Experience your space with our durable SPC Flooring. Engineered for lasting resilience, it offers
low-maintenance luxury that stands up to everyday wear and tear. Style and strength unite in this
flooring solution, providing an unmatched experience.

Paved driveways
Enhance your home's entrance with our paved driveways. Crafted for durability and curb appeal,
these driveways offer a polished and low-maintenance solution for your property.

Solid Quartz Countertops
Step into luxury with our high-end kitchen and bathroom experience. Immerse yourself in
unparalleled elegance, where every detail is meticulously crafted for both beauty and functionality.
Elevate your culinary space and indulge in the ultimate kitchen and bathroom experience.

Hot Tub Wiring Rough In
Ready to accommodate a future hot tub on your 180 Sq Ft back deck.

EV Charger Conduit to Every Garage
Prepare for the future with our EV Charger conduit to every garage. Streamline installation and
embrace eco-friendly living effortlessly.

Separate Kitchen and Living Area in Every Home

Unlock additional value in your home with our main floor suite in every home. Designed as an extra
space for visitors or family and friends, these spaces offer versatility and convenience. Whether
simply dividing out your space or providing accommodations for guests, our design enhances the
functionality and value of your property. Embrace flexible living with ease in your new home


